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While the pervasiveness of Nazism in European black metal is well-known, a more
surprising phenomenon can be found among Latin American bands that combine
overt Nazi slogans with themes and imagery of their Pre-Colombian heritage.
Despite the apparent incongruity, ‘Aztec NSBM’ reflects surprisingly deep historical
roots as well as contradictions in modern political discourse.
Many of the bands discussed, such as Tlateotocani, Maquahuitl, and Eztlacuani are
associated with Organización Nacional Socialista Pagana (ONSP), a Mexican label
founded in 1999. The sound is rooted in second wave black metal, with raw
production, buzzsaw guitars, and blast beats, as well as pan flutes and occasional
clean vocals. Some of the bands use indigenous languages and perform in
traditional dress. However, this folk symbolism is combined with overt Nazi imagery
as well as lyrical themes, with songs such as “H.H. (Hail Huitzilopochtli)” and
“Erradicación Judaica (Raza Innecesaria)”.
Rather than a mere aesthetic mashup, the combination reflects a deeper affinity to
European NSBM in valorizing indigenous paganism and a return to blood-and-soil
tradition against the “degenerate” modern world and the ‘globalist’ force of
Christianity. This kind of syncretism goes back to the very birth of far right ideology
amidst 19th century romantic nationalism and mysticism as European nationalists
sought to establish kinship with the world’s ancient cultures, as well as persistent
admiration for Hitler in the developing world as an underdog who stood up to
established colonial empires.
Ironically, it is metal’s appeal as an international language of alienation that has
helped spread NSBM everywhere from Latin America to Malaysia. Yet amidst the
pushback against Nazism within the metal community, bands like the ONSP roster
pose a unique challenge, as the non-white artists wrap their far-right ideology in the
same sort of decolonization and anti-globalization rhetoric found on the left.

